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About Consumer Technology Association:
As North America’s largest technology trade association, CTA® is the tech sector. Our
members are the world’s leading innovators – from startups to global brands – helping
support more than 18 million American jobs. CTA owns and produces CES® – the most
influential tech event in the world. Find us at CTA.tech. Follow us @CTAtech.
About CES:
CES® is the most influential tech event in the world – the proving ground for
breakthrough technologies and global innovators. This is where the world's biggest
brands do business and meet new partners, and the sharpest innovators hit the stage.
Owned and produced by the Consumer Technology Association (CTA)®, CES features
every aspect of the tech sector. CES 2022 will take place in person in Las Vegas, and
digitally, Jan. 5-8, 2022. Learn more at CES.tech and follow CES on social.
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Objectives & Methodology
Objectives
•

This study seeks to identify key markets where electric vehicles (EVs) are currently

being implemented, measure consumer awareness of EV technologies and
capabilities, understand consumer use of already available EVs and gauge
consumer sentiment toward future integration and use of EVs.

Methodology
•

The Consumer Technology Association (CTA)™ designed and formulated this report. It
represents findings from a combination of background/secondary research as well as a
quantitative survey administered via internet to an online national sample of 2200 U.S.
adults (n=2000 non-EV/plug-in hybrid [PHEV] owners and n=200 current EV owners).
Overall sample demographics can be found within the Appendix of this report. While
fielding this study, CTA employed the services of Aspen Finn to provide a nationally
representative panel of online households.

•

CTA is a member of the Insights Association (IA) and adheres to the research and analysis

guidelines set forth in the MRA Code of Marketing Research Standards and CASRO Code of
Standards and Ethics.
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Non-owners are not
convinced about EV
reliability or
practicality
While most agree that EVs will
help reduce dependence on

Attitudes Toward Electric and Gasoline/Diesel Automobiles
Top Two Box; Agree/Strongly Agree
EV/PHEV owners
EVs will reduce the United States' dependency on foreign oil

EVs are becoming affordable

global warming or driving
economic growth. Only 36% feel
EVs are becoming affordable, and
37% don’t think EVs will replace

gas-powered cars.

EVs will never replace gas/diesel-powered automobiles

46%
46%
36%
22%

30%
32%

EVs will hurt the economy by eliminating jobs

31%
28%

Gasoline/diesel automobiles don't contribute to global warming
There are enough charging stations to make EVs practical

76%
77%
70%

37%

Gasoline/diesel automobiles are more cost efficient

I worry about the risk of electrocution in an EV accident

86%

45%

EVs are the best options to reduce global warming

of non-EV/PHEV owners think EVs

80%

47%

EVs seem like/are fun to drive

EVs represent a driver of economic growth in the United States

87%

69%

EVs have been around long enough to be reliable

foreign oil supplies, less than half
are a good option for addressing

Non-EV/PHEV owners

23%
22%
19%
15%

29%
40%

Q. Please tell us how much you agree or disagree with the following statements? Base: Total respondents N=2200
Denotes a statistically significant difference at the 95% confidence level
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Non-EV owners are likely to stay with a gasolinepowered car, but many would consider a hybrid or EV
Likelihood to Consider Purchasing
(Ranked by “Likely/Very Likely”)
Non-EV/PHEV Owners

EV/PHEV Owners
Unlikely/Very Unlikely

Not Sure

Electric vehicles (EVs) 4%5%
Plug-in hybrid vehicles (PHEVs)
Hybrid vehicles
Gasoline-powered vehicles

Unlikely/Very Unlikely

Likely/Very Likely

16%
27%

Hybrid vehicles

76%

19%
10%

Likely/Very Likely

Gasoline-powered vehicles 6% 9%

92%

11% 14%

Not Sure

66%

Electric vehicles (EVs)

64%

Plug-in hybrid vehicles (PHEVs)

85%

30%

24%

37%

47%

24%

41%

26%

Propane (LPG)-powered vehicles

47%

17%

36%

Diesel-powered vehicles

68%

Diesel-powered vehicles

45%

21%

35%

Biodiesel-powered vehicles

69%

Biodiesel-powered vehicles

42%

23%

35%

Propane (LPG)-powered vehicles

76%

39%
33%
16%
22%

16%
10%

17% 7%

Q. How likely are you to consider the following types of vehicles for your next purchase of an automobile? Base: EV/PHEV owner N=200; non-EV/PHEV owner N=2000.
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What Could Increase Likelihood to Consider
Purchasing a BEV?
Overall

Top Five

The price of EVs will need to be lower
Have greater access to charging stations
Need to become a less expensive alternative
Recharges as quickly or faster than it takes to fill up a tank of gas
Have lower maintenance costs than gas-powered vehicles

Paying less tax on an EV than on a gas-powered vehicle
Ensure the safety of the vehicles
Current mechanics are trained on EV maintenance and repairs
Receive a high vehicle safety rating

They need to be on the market/road longer to prove reliability
Highest quality materials used to build the vehicles
Ensure that my driving behaviors will not be tracked and stored
Prove that gas-powered vehicles are causing global warming
Something else
Nothing could make me more likely

53%
46%
48%
40%
43%
33%
41%
34%
39%
29%
33%
21%
28%
19%
27%
16%
26%
17%
23%
15%
17%
9%
16%
9%
11%
8%
3%
3%
15%

Addressing the
limitations will increase
BEV consideration
•

The top triggers of increasing consideration for
BEVs are directly tied to the perceived limitations of

cost and perceived challenges of recharging the
vehicles away from home.
•

Lowering the cost of BEVs (46%) and making it a
less expensive alternative (33%) are two of the four
top triggers for consideration.

•

Increasing access to charging stations (40%) and
decreasing charging time to be equivalent to filling

up a tank of gas (34%) are the other top two
triggers for consideration.

Q. What would make you more likely to consider purchasing a BEV? Q. Which of these are the most likely to
increase the likelihood you would consider a BEV? (top five) Base: Non-EV/PHEV owner N=2000
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Favorite Aspects of Owning an EV/PHEV
Not having to pay for gasoline
Less maintenance
Lower cost to charge with electricity
Virtually silent electric motor
Doing my part to reduce global warming
The acceleration
New features added with software updates
Self-driving mode
Less expensive to service due to fewer moving parts
Rapid charging in 30 minutes or less
The comfort of the vehicle
Having a vehicle that is unique and distinct
The enhanced safety features
Increased accident-avoidance technologies
Parking assist
Top vehicle safety awards
The handling
Satellite navigation system
Entertainment features
The cool interior features
In-vehicle Wi-Fi
Touchscreen displays
High-resolution displays
Enhanced speakers/audio
Augmented video features
Floor lighting

34%
30%
30%
29%
26%
22%
21%
20%
20%
19%
19%
18%
17%
Average
16%
15%
15%
14%
14%
13%
12%
11%
11%
10%
8%
8%
5%

Ownership benefit
preferences vary across
EV owners
Not having to pay for gas, less maintenance,

= 18%

lower cost to charge with electricity and a silent
motor were the favorite elements of EV or
PHEV ownership, with about one-third of
owners mentioning these aspects.

Q. What are your top five favorite things about owning an EV? Base: EV/PHEV owner N=200
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EVs and PHEVs
have exceeded
expectations

How EV/PHEV Has Lived Up to Expectations
Fallen short/very short

Met expectations

That my EV would be fun to drive
My EV would be safer to drive than my gas-powered car

EV owners were the most
surprised their cars would be as
fun (exceeded expectations at

79%) and safe to drive
(exceeded expectations at
68%).

Exceeded/significantly exceeded expectations

Would be able to use my EV similarly to a gas-powered
vehicle
That my EV would be less expensive to maintain

My EV would need less servicing than my gas-powered
car
There would only be a slight increase in my electricity bill

Finding a charging station for my car would be easy
That all vehicle charging ports would be compatible

21%

79%

30%

2%

8%

68%

30%

13%

61%

30%

6%

57%

47%

17%

47%

39%

27%

24%

44%

32%

41%

36%

40%

Q. How well has your EV experience lived up to your expectations? Base: EV/PHEV owner N=200
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Rapid charging, lower
cost to charge and lower
maintenance costs are
features that will drive
the most interest among
non-EV owners

Features That Create Interest Among Non-EV Owners
Rapid charging in 30 minutes or less
Lower cost to charge with electricity
Less expensive to service due to fewer moving parts
No exhaust
Excellent handling
Increased accident-avoidance technologies
In-vehicle Wi-Fi
Top vehicle safety awards
Parking assist
Virtually silent electric motor
Instant acceleration of the electric motor
Touchscreen displays
Satellite navigation system
More interior space than traditional gas-powered vehicle
New features added with software updates
Self-driving feature
No need for the vehicle to change gears
High-resolution displays
Enhanced speakers/audio
Enhanced interior lighting features
Augmented video features
Entertainment features (streaming services, video games)
Something else
I am not interested in any EV features

49%
47%
39%
31%
28%
27%
25%
25%
24%
24%
22%
22%
19%
18%
17%
16%
15%
15%
12%
10%
10%
9%

Average = 22%

1%

15%

Q. Which of the following features of an EV, BEV or PHEV are you the most interested in?
Base: Non-EV/PHEV owner N=2000
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Disclaimer
When referencing information from this report, please credit the “Electric Vehicle Landscape and
Consumer Sentiment Report, © 2021 Consumer Technology Association.”
Requests to reproduce this document, in whole or in part may be sent to research@cta.tech or made by
calling 1-866-858-1555 or 703-907-7600.
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